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About Us
We're Jen and Sean. During our 20+ years together, we
successful built our careers, started our own businesses
and now travel the world together full-time. We are foodies and
entrepreneurs, searching for experiences, stories, and
opportunities on and off the beaten path. As "slow travelers" we
typically spend about a month in each new location in order to
get an in-depth view of the places we visit. This allows us time
to explore and eat our way through each new destination. And
yes, it is as good as it sounds!

Readership

Adventures in food and travel

Why work with us?

www.venturists.net                       js@venturists.net
1-760-444-4255                           Skype: venturists

We're two professionals with a proven track record of
success in business, marketing, and management
As food and travel bloggers, we have some followers that
are interested in learning about new places and others that
are food and cooking enthusiasts. We therefore have the
opportunity to introduce products from various destination
through their regional cuisine and recipes.
We have had a number of successful collaborations with
tourism boards, restaurants, and tour providers. A complete
list of previous partnerships is available on request.
We have the flexibility that a location independent lifestyle
offers - where do you want us?
Professionalism is very important to us. We will be arrive
promptly and will be prepared. And we will deliver exactly
what we promise - on time, every time.

Facebook: 1,225+ Fans

Brand Ambassadors
Social Media Exposture
Freelance Writing
Product and Destination Reviews

How can we work together?

Our Blog
We blog about travel, food, cooking, culture, and how to sustain a
location independent lifestyle. We like to highlight areas outside
the typical "tourist route" and offer new insights into familiar
places. We strive to inspire others to venture beyond their
currently perceived limitations, and to have experiences that
they'd never before imagined.

We like to highlight cultural/culinary travel by writing about food
experiences, including restaurants, cooking classes, food tours
and recipes from the places that we visit. There seems to be
growing number of people who say that they would pick a
destination just for the food. We put ourselves clearly in that
camp.

Sessions Users

12,722 10,958

Pageviews Pages/Session % New Sessions

23,000 1.42 84%

Sponsored Representation at Events
Custom Hashtags 
Guest Articles
Twitter Chat Hosting
What else do you need?

*

*Monthly Average as of 1/31/2016

Twitter: 18,500+ Followers

Klout Score: 61

Our readership are passionate about
travel, typically financially secure and
from the United States and the UK.

Blog stats

Pinterest: 2,400+


